
CHAPTER 17: CHAPTER 17: 

MORTGAGE BASICS II:
Payments, Yields, & Values



The “Four Rules” of Loan Payment & Balance Computation. . . 
 

• Rule 1: The interest owed in each payment equals the applicable 
interest rate times the outstanding principal balance (aka: “outstanding 
loan balance”, or “OLB” for short) at the end of the previous period: 
INTt = (OLBt-1)rt. 

 
• Rule 2: The principal amortized (paid down) in each payment equals 

the total payment (net of expenses and penalties) minus the interest 
owed: AMORTt = PMTt - INTt. 

 
• Rule 3: The outstanding principal balance after each payment equals 

the previous outstanding principal balance minus the principal paid 
down in the payment: OLBt = OLBt-1 - AMORTt. 
 

• Rule 4: The initial outstanding principal balance equals the initial 
contract principal specified in the loan agreement: OLB0 = L.  

Where: 
L = Initial contract principal amount (the “loan amount”);  
rt = Contract simple interest rate applicable for payment in Period "t"; 
INTt  = Interest owed in Period "t"; 
AMORTt = Principal paid down in the Period "t" payment; 
OLBt = Outstanding principal balance after the Period "t" payment has been 

made; 
PMTt = Amount of the loan payment in Period "t". 
 
Know how to apply these rules in a Computer Spreadsheet!



Interest-only loan:  
PMTt=INTt (or equivalently: OLBt=L), for all t. 

 
Exhibit 17-1a: Interest-only Mortgage Payments & Interest Component: $1,000,000, 12%, 30-yr, monthly pmts. 

 
 Rules 3&4: Rule 1: Rule 2: Rules 3&4:

Month#: OLB(Beg): PMT: INT: AMORT: OLB(End):
0 $1,000,000.00 
1 $1,000,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 $1,000,000.00 
2 $1,000,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 $1,000,000.00 
3 $1,000,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 $1,000,000.00 

... ... ... ... ... ...
358 $1,000,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 $1,000,000.00 
359 $1,000,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 $1,000,000.00 
360 $1,000,000.00 $1,010,000.00 $10,000.00 $1,000,000.00 $0.00 
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How do you construct the pmt & balance schedule in How do you construct the pmt & balance schedule in ExcelExcel?...?...
Four columns are necessary:Four columns are necessary:

•• OLB, PMT, INT, AMORT.OLB, PMT, INT, AMORT.
•• (OLB may be repeated at Beg & End of each pmt period to add a 5(OLB may be repeated at Beg & End of each pmt period to add a 5thth col.;)col.;)

•• First, First, ““Rule 4Rule 4”” is applied to the 1st row of the OLB column to set initial OLBis applied to the 1st row of the OLB column to set initial OLB00 = L = L 
= Initial principal owed;= Initial principal owed;
•• Then, the remaining rows and columns are filled in by copy/pastThen, the remaining rows and columns are filled in by copy/pasting formulas ing formulas 
representing representing ““Rule 1Rule 1””, Rule 2, Rule 2””, and , and ““Rule 3Rule 3””, , 
•• Applying one of these rules to each of three of the four necessApplying one of these rules to each of three of the four necessary columns.ary columns.
•• ““CircularityCircularity”” in the Excel formulas is avoided by placing in the remaining coin the Excel formulas is avoided by placing in the remaining column lumn 
(the 4(the 4thth column) a formula which reflects the definition of the type of column) a formula which reflects the definition of the type of loan:loan:

•• e.g., For the intereste.g., For the interest--only loan we could use the only loan we could use the PMTPMTtt==INTINTtt characteristic of characteristic of 
the interestthe interest--only mortgage to define the PMT column.only mortgage to define the PMT column.
••Then:Then:

•• ““Rule 1Rule 1”” is employed in the INT column to derive the interest from the is employed in the INT column to derive the interest from the 
beginning OLB as: beginning OLB as: INTINTtt = OLB= OLBtt--11 * * rrtt ;;
•• ““Rule 2Rule 2”” in the AMORT column to derive in the AMORT column to derive AMORTAMORTtt = = PMTPMTtt -- INTINTtt ; ; 
•• ““Rule 3Rule 3”” in the remainder of the OLB column (t > 0) to derive in the remainder of the OLB column (t > 0) to derive 
OLBOLBtt=OLB=OLBtt--11 –– AMORTAMORTtt ;;

•• (Alternatively, we could have used the (Alternatively, we could have used the AMORTAMORTtt=0 loan characteristic to =0 loan characteristic to 
define the AMORT column and then applied define the AMORT column and then applied ““Rule 2Rule 2”” to derive the PMT to derive the PMT 
column instead of the AMORT column.)column instead of the AMORT column.)



What are some What are some advantagesadvantages of the of the interestinterest--only loanonly loan?...?...
•• Low payments.Low payments.
•• Payments entirely taxPayments entirely tax--deductible deductible (only marginally valuable for high tax-
bracket borrowers)..
•• If FRM, payments always the same (easy budgeting).If FRM, payments always the same (easy budgeting).
•• Payments invariant with maturity.Payments invariant with maturity.
•• Very simple, easy to understand loan.Very simple, easy to understand loan.

What are some What are some disadvantagesdisadvantages of the of the interestinterest--only loanonly loan?...?...
•• Big Big ““balloonballoon”” payment due at end payment due at end (maximizes refinancing stress)(maximizes refinancing stress)..
•• Maximizes total interest payments Maximizes total interest payments (but this is not really a cost or (but this is not really a cost or 
disadvantage from an NPV or OCC perspective)disadvantage from an NPV or OCC perspective)..
•• Has slightly higher Has slightly higher ““durationduration”” than amortizing loan of same maturity than amortizing loan of same maturity 
(( greater interest rate risk for lender, possibly slightly highergreater interest rate risk for lender, possibly slightly higher interest interest 
rate when yield curve has normal positive slope)rate when yield curve has normal positive slope)..
•• Lack of Lack of paydownpaydown of principle may increase default risk if property of principle may increase default risk if property 
value may decline in nominal terms.value may decline in nominal terms.



Constant-amortization mortgage (CAM):  
AMORTt = L / N, all t. 

 
Exhibit 17-2: Constant Amortization Mortgage (CAM) Payments & Interest Component: $1,000,000, 12%, 30-yr, 
monthly pmts. 

 
 Rules 3&4: Rule 2: Rule 1: Rules 3&4: 

Month#: OLB(Beg): PMT: INT: AMORT: OLB(End): 
0 $1,000,000.00 
1 $1,000,000.00 $12,777.78 $10,000.00 $2,777.78 $997,222.22 
2 $997,222.22 $12,750.00 $9,972.22 $2,777.78 $994,444.44 
3 $994,444.44 $12,722.22 $9,944.44 $2,777.78 $991,666.67 

... ... ... ... ... ... 
358 $8,333.33 $2,861.11 $83.33 $2,777.78 $5,555.56 
359 $5,555.56 $2,833.33 $55.56 $2,777.78 $2,777.78 
360 $2,777.78 $2,805.56 $27.78 $2,777.78 $0.00 
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In Excel, set:In Excel, set:

Then use Then use ““RulesRules”” to derive to derive 
other columns.other columns.



What are some What are some advantagesadvantages of the of the CAMCAM?...?...
•• No balloon No balloon (no refinancing stress)(no refinancing stress)..
•• Declining payments may be appropriate to match a declining asseDeclining payments may be appropriate to match a declining asset, or t, or 
a a deflationarydeflationary environment (e.g., 1930s).environment (e.g., 1930s).
•• Popular for consumer debt (installment loans) on shortPopular for consumer debt (installment loans) on short--lived assets, lived assets, 
but not common in real estate.but not common in real estate.

What are some What are some disadvantagesdisadvantages of the of the CAMCAM?...?...
•• High initial payments.High initial payments.
•• Declining payment pattern doesnDeclining payment pattern doesn’’t usually match property income t usually match property income 
available to service debt. available to service debt. 
•• Rapidly declining interest component of payments reduces PV of Rapidly declining interest component of payments reduces PV of 
interest tax shield for high taxinterest tax shield for high tax--bracket investors.bracket investors.
•• Rapid Rapid paydownpaydown of principal reduces leverage faster than many of principal reduces leverage faster than many 
borrowers would like.borrowers would like.
•• Constantly changing payment obligations are difficult to adminiConstantly changing payment obligations are difficult to administer ster 
and budget for.and budget for.



The constant-payment mortgage (CPM):  
PMTt = PMT, a constant, for all t. 

 
Exhibit 17-3: Constant Payment Mortgage (CPM) Payments & Interest Component: $1,000,000, 12%, 30-year, 
monthly payments. 

 
 Rules 3&4: Rule 1: Rule 2: Rules 3&4: 

Month#: OLB(Beg): PMT: INT: AMORT: OLB(End): 
0 $1,000,000.00 
1 $1,000,000.00 $10,286.13 $10,000.00 $286.13 $999,713.87 
2 $999,713.87 $10,286.13 $9,997.14 $288.99 $999,424.89 
3 $999,424.89 $10,286.13 $9,994.25 $291.88 $999,133.01 

... ... ... ... ... ... 
358 $30,251.34 $10,286.13 $302.51 $9,983.61 $20,267.73 
359 $20,267.73 $10,286.13 $202.68 $10,083.45 $10,184.28 
360 $10,184.28 $10,286.13 $101.84 $10,184.28 $0.00 
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Then use Then use ““RulesRules”” to derive to derive 
other columns.other columns.

=PMT(.01,360,1000000)

In Excel, set:In Excel, set:

Use Annuity Use Annuity 
Formula to Formula to 
determine determine 
constant PMTconstant PMT

Calculator:Calculator:
360 = N
12 = I/yr
1000000 = PV
0 = FV
Cpt PMT = 10,286

““The ClassicThe Classic””!!



What are some What are some advantagesadvantages of the of the CPMCPM?...?...
•• No balloon No balloon (no refinancing stress) (no refinancing stress) if fully amortizing.if fully amortizing.
•• Low payments possible with long amortization Low payments possible with long amortization (e.g., $10286 in 30(e.g., $10286 in 30--yr yr 
CPM CPM vsvs $10000 in interest$10000 in interest--only)only)..
•• If FRM, constant flat payments easy to budget and administer.If FRM, constant flat payments easy to budget and administer.
•• Large initial interest portion in pmts improves PV of interest Large initial interest portion in pmts improves PV of interest tax tax 
shields (compared to CAM) for high tax borrowers.shields (compared to CAM) for high tax borrowers.
•• Flexibly allows Flexibly allows tradetrade--offoff between pmts, amortization term, maturity, between pmts, amortization term, maturity, 
and balloon size.and balloon size.

What are some What are some disadvantagesdisadvantages of the of the CPMCPM?...?...
•• Flat payment pattern may not conform to income pattern in some Flat payment pattern may not conform to income pattern in some 
properties or for some borrowers (e.g., in high growth or inflatproperties or for some borrowers (e.g., in high growth or inflationary ionary 
situations):situations):

•• 11stst--time homebuyers (especially in high inflation time).time homebuyers (especially in high inflation time).
•• Turnaround property (needing leaseTurnaround property (needing lease--up phase).up phase).
•• Income property in general in high inflation time.Income property in general in high inflation time.



The tradeThe trade--off in the CPM among:off in the CPM among:
•• Regular payment level,Regular payment level,
•• Amortization term (how fast the principal is paid down),Amortization term (how fast the principal is paid down),
•• Maturity & size of balloon paymentMaturity & size of balloon payment……

Example: Consider 12% $1,000,000 monthlyExample: Consider 12% $1,000,000 monthly--pmt loan:pmt loan:
What is pmt for 30What is pmt for 30--yr amortization?yr amortization?

Answer: $10,286.13  Answer: $10,286.13  (END, 12 P/YR; N=360, I/YR=12, PV=1000000, FV=0, CPT PMT= )

What is balloon for 10What is balloon for 10--yr maturity?yr maturity?
Answer: $934,180  Answer: $934,180  (N=120, CPT FV= )

What is pmt for 10What is pmt for 10--yr amortization (to eliminate balloon)?yr amortization (to eliminate balloon)?
Answer: $14,347.09  Answer: $14,347.09  (FV=0, CPT PMT= )

Go back to 30Go back to 30--yr amortization, what is 15yr amortization, what is 15--yr maturity balloon (to reduce yr maturity balloon (to reduce 
1010--yr balloon while retaining low pmts)?yr balloon while retaining low pmts)?

Answer: $857,057  Answer: $857,057  (N=360, FV=0, CPT PMT=10286.13, N=180, CPT FV= )



The constant-payment mortgage (CPM):  
PMTt = PMT, a constant, for all t. 

 
Exhibit 17-3: Constant Payment Mortgage (CPM) Payments & Interest Component: $1,000,000, 12%, 30-year, 
monthly payments. 

 
 Rules 3&4: Rule 1: Rule 2: Rules 3&4: 

Month#: OLB(Beg): PMT: INT: AMORT: OLB(End): 
0 $1,000,000.00 
1 $1,000,000.00 $10,286.13 $10,000.00 $286.13 $999,713.87 
2 $999,713.87 $10,286.13 $9,997.14 $288.99 $999,424.89 
3 $999,424.89 $10,286.13 $9,994.25 $291.88 $999,133.01 

... ... ... ... ... ... 
358 $30,251.34 $10,286.13 $302.51 $9,983.61 $20,267.73 
359 $20,267.73 $10,286.13 $202.68 $10,083.45 $10,184.28 
360 $10,184.28 $10,286.13 $101.84 $10,184.28 $0.00 
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Graduated Payment Mortgage (GPM):  
 

(PMTt+s > PMTt, for some positive value of s and t.) 
 

Allows initial payments to be lower than they otherwise could be... 
 
Exhibit 17-4: Graduated Payment Mortgage (GPM) Payments & Interest Component: $1,000,000, 12%, 30-year, 
monthly payments; 4 Annual 7.5% steps. 
 

 Rules 3&4: Rule 1: Rule 2: Rules 3&4:
Month#: OLB(Beg): PMT: INT: AMORT: OLB(End):

0 $1,000,000.00 
1 $1,000,000.00 $8,255.76 $10,000.00 ($1,744.24) $1,001,744.24 
2 $1,001,744.24 $8,255.76 $10,017.44 ($1,761.69) $1,003,505.93 
3 $1,003,505.93 $8,255.76 $10,035.06 ($1,779.30) $1,005,285.23 

... ... ... ... ... ...
12 $1,020,175.38 $8,255.76 $10,201.75 ($1,946.00) $1,022,121.38 
13 $1,022,121.38 $8,874.94 $10,221.21 ($1,346.28) $1,023,467.65 
14 $1,023,467.65 $8,874.94 $10,234.68 ($1,359.74) $1,024,827.39 
... ... ... ... ... ...
24 $1,037,693.53 $8,874.94 $10,376.94 ($1,502.00) $1,039,195.53 
25 $1,039,195.53 $9,540.56 $10,391.96 ($851.40) $1,040,046.92 
26 $1,040,046.92 $9,540.56 $10,400.47 ($859.91) $1,040,906.83 
... ... ... ... ... ...
36 $1,049,043.49 $9,540.56 $10,490.43 ($949.88) $1,049,993.37 
37 $1,049,993.37 $10,256.10 $10,499.93 ($243.83) $1,050,237.20 
38 $1,050,237.20 $10,256.10 $10,502.37 ($246.27) $1,050,483.48 
... ... ... ... ... ...
48 $1,052,813.75 $10,256.10 $10,528.14 ($272.04) $1,053,085.79 
49 $1,053,085.79 $11,025.31 $10,530.86 $494.45 $1,052,591.34 
50 $1,052,591.34 $11,025.31 $10,525.91 $499.39 $1,052,091.95 
... ... ... ... ... ...

358 $32,425.27 $11,025.31 $324.25 $10,701.05 $21,724.21 
359 $21,724.21 $11,025.31 $217.24 $10,808.07 $10,916.15 
360 $10,916.15 $11,025.31 $109.16 $10,916.15 $0.00 
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(PMTt+s > PMTt, for some positive value of s and t.)
Allows initial payments to be lower than they otherwise could be...

Exhibit 17-4: Graduated Payment Mortgage (GPM) Payments & Interest Component: 
$1,000,000, 12%, 30-year, monthly payments; 4 Annual 7.5% steps.
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Graduated Payment Mortgage (GPM):Graduated Payment Mortgage (GPM):



 Rules 3&4: Rule 1: Rule 2: Rules 3&4:
Month#: OLB(Beg): PMT: INT: AMORT: OLB(End):

0  $1,000,000.00 
1 $1,000,000.00 $8,255.76 $10,000.00 ($1,744.24) $1,001,744.24 
2 $1,001,744.24 $8,255.76 $10,017.44 ($1,761.69) $1,003,505.93 
3 $1,003,505.93 $8,255.76 $10,035.06 ($1,779.30) $1,005,285.23 

... ... ... ... ... ...
12 $1,020,175.38 $8,255.76 $10,201.75 ($1,946.00) $1,022,121.38 
13 $1,022,121.38 $8,874.94 $10,221.21 ($1,346.28) $1,023,467.65 
14 $1,023,467.65 $8,874.94 $10,234.68 ($1,359.74) $1,024,827.39 
... ... ... ... ... ...
24 $1,037,693.53 $8,874.94 $10,376.94 ($1,502.00) $1,039,195.53 
25 $1,039,195.53 $9,540.56 $10,391.96 ($851.40) $1,040,046.92 
26 $1,040,046.92 $9,540.56 $10,400.47 ($859.91) $1,040,906.83 
... ... ... ... ... ...
36 $1,049,043.49 $9,540.56 $10,490.43 ($949.88) $1,049,993.37 
37 $1,049,993.37 $10,256.10 $10,499.93 ($243.83) $1,050,237.20 
38 $1,050,237.20 $10,256.10 $10,502.37 ($246.27) $1,050,483.48 
... ... ... ... ... ...
48 $1,052,813.75 $10,256.10 $10,528.14 ($272.04) $1,053,085.79 
49 $1,053,085.79 $11,025.31 $10,530.86 $494.45 $1,052,591.34 
50 $1,052,591.34 $11,025.31 $10,525.91 $499.39 $1,052,091.95 
... ... ... ... ... ...

358 $32,425.27 $11,025.31 $324.25 $10,701.05 $21,724.21 
359 $21,724.21 $11,025.31 $217.24 $10,808.07 $10,916.15 
360 $10,916.15 $11,025.31 $109.16 $10,916.15 $0.00 

 

(PMTt+s > PMTt, for some positive value of s and t.)
Allows initial payments to be lower than they otherwise could be...

Exhibit 17-4: Graduated Payment Mortgage (GPM) Payments & Interest Component: 
$1,000,000, 12%, 30-year, monthly payments; 4 Annual 7.5% steps.

Graduated Payment Mortgage (GPM):Graduated Payment Mortgage (GPM):

Graduation characteristicsGraduation characteristics
of loan used to derive of loan used to derive PMTsPMTs
based on Annuity Formula.based on Annuity Formula.

Then rest of table is derived Then rest of table is derived 
by applying the by applying the ““Four Four 
RulesRules”” as before.as before.

Once you know what the Once you know what the 
initial PMT is, everything initial PMT is, everything 
else follows. . .else follows. . .



Mechanics: Mechanics: 
How to calculate the first payment in a GPM...How to calculate the first payment in a GPM...

In principle, we could use the constant-growth 
annuity formula:

But in practice, only a few (usually annual) 
“step ups” are made...
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For example,For example,

12%, monthly-pmt, 30-yr GPM with 4 annual step-
ups of 7.5% each, then constant after year 4:

L =L = PMTPMT11((PV(0.01,12,1)PV(0.01,12,1)
+ (1.075/1.01+ (1.075/1.011212)(PV(0.01,12,1))(PV(0.01,12,1)
+ (1.075+ (1.07522/1.01/1.012424)(PV(0.01,12,1))(PV(0.01,12,1)
+ (1.075+ (1.07533/1.01/1.013636)(PV(0.01,12,1))(PV(0.01,12,1)
+ (1.075+ (1.07544/1.01/1.014848)(PV(0.01,312,1))(PV(0.01,312,1)))

Just invert this formula to solve for Just invert this formula to solve for ““PMTPMT11””..



A potential problem with A potential problem with GPMsGPMs::
“Negative Amortization”. . .

Whenever PMTt < INTt, 
AMORTt = PMTt – INTt < 0
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e.g., OLB peaks here e.g., OLB peaks here 
at $1053086 at $1053086 

5.3% above original 5.3% above original 
principal amt.principal amt.



What are some What are some advantagesadvantages of the of the GPMGPM?...?...
•• Lower initial payments.Lower initial payments.
•• Payment pattern that may better match that of income servicing Payment pattern that may better match that of income servicing the the 
debt (for turnaround properties, startdebt (for turnaround properties, start--up tenants, 1up tenants, 1stst--time homebuyers, time homebuyers, 
inflationary times).inflationary times).
•• (Note: An alternative for inflationary times is the (Note: An alternative for inflationary times is the ““PLAMPLAM”” –– Price Level Price Level 
Adjusted Mortgage, where OLB is periodically adjusted to reflectAdjusted Mortgage, where OLB is periodically adjusted to reflect inflation, inflation, 
allows loan interest rate to include less allows loan interest rate to include less ““inflation premiuminflation premium””, more like a , more like a 
““real interest ratereal interest rate””.).)

What are some What are some disadvantagesdisadvantages of the of the GPMGPM?...?...
•• NonNon--constant payments difficult to budget and administer.constant payments difficult to budget and administer.
•• Increased Increased default riskdefault risk due to due to negative amortizationnegative amortization and and growing debt growing debt 
serviceservice..



Adajustable Rate Mortgage (ARM): 
 

rt may differ from rt+s , for some t & s 
 
Exhibit 17-5: Adjustable Rate Mortgage (ARM) Payments & Interest Component: $1,000,000, 9% Initial 
Interest, 30-year, monthly payments; 1-year Adjustment interval, possible hypothetical history. 

 
 Rules 3&4:  Rule 1: Rule 2: Rules 3&4:

Month#: OLB(Beg): PMT: INT: AMORT: OLB(End):
Applied

Rate
0  1000000
1 1000000 8046.23 7500.00 546.23 999454 0.0900 
2 999454 8046.23 7495.90 550.32 998903 0.0900 
3 998903 8046.23 7491.78 554.45 998349 0.0900 
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

12 993761 8046.23 7453.21 593.02 993168 0.0900 
13 993168 9493.49 9095.76 397.73 992770 0.1099 
14 992770 9493.49 9092.12 401.37 992369 0.1099 
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

24 988587 9493.49 9053.81 439.68 988147 0.1099 
25 988147 8788.72 8251.03 537.68 987610 0.1002 
26 987610 8788.72 8246.54 542.17 987068 0.1002 
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

358 31100 10605.24 356.61 10248.63 20851 0.1376 
359 20851 10605.24 239.09 10366.14 10485 0.1376 
360 10485 10605.24 120.23 10485.01 0 0.1376 
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because market interest because market interest 
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Adjustable Rate Mortgage
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Adjustable Rate Mortgage (ARM):Adjustable Rate Mortgage (ARM):
rt ≠ rt+s for some s and t.

Exhibit 17-5: Adjustable Rate Mortgage (ARM) Payments & Interest Component:
$1,000,000, 9% Initial Interest, 30-year, monthly payments; 1-year Adjustment 

interval, possible hypothetical history.



 Rules 3&4:  Rule 1: Rule 2: Rules 3&4:
Month#: OLB(Beg): PMT: INT: AMORT: OLB(End):

Applied
Rate

0    1000000
1 1000000 8046.23 7500.00 546.23 999454 0.0900 
2 999454 8046.23 7495.90 550.32 998903 0.0900 
3 998903 8046.23 7491.78 554.45 998349 0.0900 
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

12 993761 8046.23 7453.21 593.02 993168 0.0900 
13 993168 9493.49 9095.76 397.73 992770 0.1099 
14 992770 9493.49 9092.12 401.37 992369 0.1099 
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

24 988587 9493.49 9053.81 439.68 988147 0.1099 
25 988147 8788.72 8251.03 537.68 987610 0.1002 
26 987610 8788.72 8246.54 542.17 987068 0.1002 
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

358 31100 10605.24 356.61 10248.63 20851 0.1376 
359 20851 10605.24 239.09 10366.14 10485 0.1376 
360 10485 10605.24 120.23 10485.01 0 0.1376 

 

Calculating ARM payments & balances:Calculating ARM payments & balances:

1.1. Determine the current applicable Determine the current applicable 
contract interest rate for each period or contract interest rate for each period or 
adjustment interval (adjustment interval (rrtt), based on ), based on 
current market interest ratescurrent market interest rates..

2.2. Determine the periodic payment for Determine the periodic payment for 
that period or adjustment interval that period or adjustment interval 
based on the OLB at the beginning of based on the OLB at the beginning of 
the period or adjustment interval, the the period or adjustment interval, the 
number of periods remaining in the number of periods remaining in the 
amortization term of the loan as of that amortization term of the loan as of that 
time, and the current applicable time, and the current applicable 
interest rate (interest rate (rrtt).).

3.3. Apply the Apply the ““Four RulesFour Rules”” of mortgage of mortgage 
payment & balance determination as payment & balance determination as 
always.always.

3030--year fullyyear fully--amortizing ARM with:amortizing ARM with:
•• 11--year adjustment interval, year adjustment interval, 
•• 9% initial interest rate,9% initial interest rate,
•• $1,000,000 initial principal loan $1,000,000 initial principal loan 
amount.amount.

PMTsPMTs 11--12:12:
360 = N, 9 = I/yr, 1000000 = PV, 0 = FV, 360 = N, 9 = I/yr, 1000000 = PV, 0 = FV, CPT CPT 
PMT = PMT = --8046.238046.23..
OLBOLB1212::
348 = N, 348 = N, CPT PV = 993168CPT PV = 993168..

Example:Example:

PMTsPMTs 1313--24:24:
Suppose applicable int. rate changes to Suppose applicable int. rate changes to 
10.99%.10.99%.
(with N = 348, PV = 993168, FV = 0, as (with N = 348, PV = 993168, FV = 0, as 
already):already):
10.99 = I/yr, 10.99 = I/yr, CPT PMT = 9493.49CPT PMT = 9493.49..
OLBOLB2424: 336 = N, : 336 = N, CPT PV = 988147CPT PV = 988147..



ARM Features & Terminology. . . 
 
Adjustment Interval 
  e.g., 1-yr, 3-yr, 5-yr: How frequently the contract interest rate changes 
 
Index 
The publicly-observable market yield on which the contract interest rate is based. 
 
Margin 
 Contract interest rate increment above index: rt = indexyldt + margin 
 
Caps & Floors (in pmt, in contract rate) 
  - Lifetime:  Applies throughout life of loan. 
  - Interval:  Applies to any one adjustment. 
 
Initial Interest Rate 
  - "Teaser":   Initial contract rate less than index+margin 
      r0 < indexyld0 + margin 
 
  - "Fully-indexed Rate": r0 = indexyld0 + margin 
 
Prepayment Privilege 
  Residential ARMs are required to allow prepayment w/out penalty. 
 
Conversion Option 
                  Allows conversion to fixed-rate loan (usu. At “prevailing rate”).



Because of Because of capscaps, the applicable ARM interest rate will , the applicable ARM interest rate will 
generally be:generally be:

rrtt = = MINMIN(( Lifetime Cap, Interval Cap, Lifetime Cap, Interval Cap, Index+MarginIndex+Margin ))

Example of Example of ““teaser rateteaser rate””::
Suppose:Suppose:
•• Index = 8% (e.g., current 1Index = 8% (e.g., current 1--yr LIBOR)yr LIBOR)
•• Margin = 200 bpsMargin = 200 bps
•• Initial interest rate = 9%.Initial interest rate = 9%.

What is the amount of the “teaser”? 100 bps = (8%+2%) 100 bps = (8%+2%) –– 9%.9%.

What will the applicable interest rate be on the loan during What will the applicable interest rate be on the loan during 
the 2the 2ndnd year if market interest rates year if market interest rates remain the sameremain the same (1(1--yr yr 
LIBOR still 8%)?...LIBOR still 8%)?... 10%  = Index + Margin = 8% + 2%,10%  = Index + Margin = 8% + 2%,

A 100 A 100 bpbp jump from initial 9% rate.jump from initial 9% rate.



What are some What are some advantagesadvantages of the of the ARMARM?...?...
•• Lower Lower initialinitial interest rate and payments (due to teaser).interest rate and payments (due to teaser).
•• Probably Probably slightlyslightly lower lower averageaverage interest rate and payments over the interest rate and payments over the 
life of the loan, due to typical slight upward slope of bond life of the loan, due to typical slight upward slope of bond mktmkt yield yield 
curvecurve (which reflects (which reflects ““preferred habitatpreferred habitat”” & & ““interest rate riskinterest rate risk””).).
•• Reduced interest rate risk for lender (reduces effective Reduced interest rate risk for lender (reduces effective ““durationduration””, , 
allows pricing off the short end of the yield curve).allows pricing off the short end of the yield curve).
•• Some Some hedginghedging for borrower?... Interest rates tend to rise during for borrower?... Interest rates tend to rise during ““good good 
timestimes””, fall during , fall during ““bad timesbad times”” (even inflation can be relatively (even inflation can be relatively ““goodgood””
for real estate), so bad news about your interest rate is likelyfor real estate), so bad news about your interest rate is likely to be to be 
somewhat offset by good news about your property or income.somewhat offset by good news about your property or income.

What are some What are some disadvantagesdisadvantages of the of the ARMARM?...?...
•• NonNon--constant payments difficult to budget and administer.constant payments difficult to budget and administer.
•• Increased Increased interest rate riskinterest rate risk for for borrowerborrower (interest rate risk is (interest rate risk is 
transferred from lender to borrower).transferred from lender to borrower).
•• As a result of the above, possibly slightly greater As a result of the above, possibly slightly greater default riskdefault risk??
•• All of the above are mitigated by use of:All of the above are mitigated by use of:

•• Adjustment intervals (longer intervals, less problems);Adjustment intervals (longer intervals, less problems);
•• Interest rate (or payment) Interest rate (or payment) capscaps..



Yields on US Govt Bonds
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Some economics behind Some economics behind ARMsARMs (See Chapter 19)

Interest rates are variable, not fully predictable, ST rates morInterest rates are variable, not fully predictable, ST rates more e 
variable than LT rates, more volatility in recent decades . . .variable than LT rates, more volatility in recent decades . . .

ST rates ST rates usuallyusually (but not always) lower than LT rates:(but not always) lower than LT rates:
•• UpwardUpward--sloping sloping ““Yield CurveYield Curve”” ((avgavg 100100--200 bps).200 bps).



Average (Average (““typicaltypical””) yield curve is ) yield curve is ““slightly upward slopingslightly upward sloping”” (100(100--200 bps) 200 bps) 
because:because:

•• Interest Rate Risk:Interest Rate Risk:
•• Greater volatility in LT bond values and periodic returns Greater volatility in LT bond values and periodic returns 
(simple (simple HPRsHPRs) than in ST bond values and returns:) than in ST bond values and returns:
•• LT bonds require greater ex ante risk premium (E[RP]).LT bonds require greater ex ante risk premium (E[RP]).

•• ““Preferred HabitatPreferred Habitat””::
•• More borrowers would rather have LT debt,More borrowers would rather have LT debt,
•• More lenders would rather make ST loans:More lenders would rather make ST loans:
•• Equilibrium requires higher interest rates for LT debt.Equilibrium requires higher interest rates for LT debt.

This is the main fundamental reason why This is the main fundamental reason why ARMsARMs tend to have slightly tend to have slightly 
lower lower lifetime averagelifetime average interest rates than otherwise similar interest rates than otherwise similar FRMsFRMs, yet , yet 
not every borrower wants an ARM. Compared to similar FRM:not every borrower wants an ARM. Compared to similar FRM:

•• ARM borrower takes on more interest rate risk, ARM borrower takes on more interest rate risk, 

•• ARM lender takes on less interest rate risk.ARM lender takes on less interest rate risk.



The yield curve is The yield curve is not alwaysnot always slightly upwardslightly upward--sloping . . .sloping . . .

Exhibit 19-5: 
Typical yield curve shapes . . . 
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The yield curve is The yield curve is not alwaysnot always slightly upwardslightly upward--sloping . . .sloping . . .
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The yield curve changes frequently:The yield curve changes frequently:



The yield curve is The yield curve is not alwaysnot always slightly upwardslightly upward--sloping . . .sloping . . .

Here is a more recent example:Here is a more recent example:

The Yield Curve
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Check out Check out ““The Living Yield CurveThe Living Yield Curve”” at:at:

http://http://www.smartmoney.com/onebond/index.cfm?storywww.smartmoney.com/onebond/index.cfm?story==yieldcurveyieldcurve



When the yield curve is When the yield curve is steeply risingsteeply rising (e.g., 200(e.g., 200--400 bps from ST to LT 400 bps from ST to LT 
yields), ARM rates may appear yields), ARM rates may appear particularly favorableparticularly favorable (for borrowers) (for borrowers) 
relative to FRM rates.relative to FRM rates.

But what do borrowers need to watch out for during such times? .But what do borrowers need to watch out for during such times? . . .. .

For a longFor a long--term borrower, the FRMterm borrower, the FRM--ARM differential may be somewhat ARM differential may be somewhat 
misleading (ex ante) during such times:misleading (ex ante) during such times:

The steeply rising yield curve reflects the The steeply rising yield curve reflects the ““Expectations TheoryExpectations Theory”” of the of the 
determination of the yield curve:determination of the yield curve:

•• LT yields reflect current LT yields reflect current expectationsexpectations about about future shortfuture short--term yieldsterm yields..

Thus, ARM borrowers in such circumstances face greater than averThus, ARM borrowers in such circumstances face greater than average age 
risk that their rates will go up in the future. risk that their rates will go up in the future. 



Design your own custom loanDesign your own custom loan . . .. . .



Section 17.2.1: Computing Mortgage Yields. . .Section 17.2.1: Computing Mortgage Yields. . .

““YieldYield”” = IRR of the loan.= IRR of the loan.

Most commonly, it is computed as the Most commonly, it is computed as the 
““Yield to MaturityYield to Maturity”” (YTM), the IRR over (YTM), the IRR over 
the full contractual life of the loan...the full contractual life of the loan...



Example:Example:
L = $1,000,000; FullyL = $1,000,000; Fully--amortizing 30amortizing 30--yr monthlyyr monthly--pmt CPM; pmt CPM; 8%=interest rate8%=interest rate..

(with calculator set for: P/YR=12, END of period (with calculator set for: P/YR=12, END of period CFsCFs...)...)
360=N, 8%=I/YR, 1000000=PV, 0=FV, Compute: PMT=7337.65360=N, 8%=I/YR, 1000000=PV, 0=FV, Compute: PMT=7337.65..

Solve for Solve for ““rr”” ::

( )∑
= +

+−=
360

1 1
65.337,7$000,000,1$0

t
tr

Obviously: r = 0.667%, Obviously: r = 0.667%, i = r*m = (0.667%)*12 = i = r*m = (0.667%)*12 = 8.00% = YTM8.00% = YTM..

Here, YTM = Here, YTM = ““contract interest ratecontract interest rate””..

This will not always be the case . . .This will not always be the case . . .



Suppose loan had Suppose loan had 1%1% ((one one ““pointpoint””) ) origination feeorigination fee
((akaaka ““prepaid interestprepaid interest””, , ““discount pointsdiscount points””, , ““disbursement disbursement 
discountdiscount”” )...)...

Then PV Then PV ≠≠ L: L: 

Borrower only gets (lender only disburses) $990,000.Borrower only gets (lender only disburses) $990,000.

Solve for Solve for ““rr”” in:in:

( )∑
= +

+−=
360

1 1
65.337,7$000,990$0

t
tr

Thus: r = 0.6755%, Thus: r = 0.6755%, i = r*m = (0.6755%)*12 = i = r*m = (0.6755%)*12 = 8.11% = YTM8.11% = YTM..

(Always quote yields to nearest “basis-point” = 1/100th percent.)

360=N, 8%=I/YR, 1000000=PV, 0=FV, Compute: PMT=7337.65;360=N, 8%=I/YR, 1000000=PV, 0=FV, Compute: PMT=7337.65;
Then enterThen enter 990000 = PV, 990000 = PV, Then CPT I/yr = 8.11%Then CPT I/yr = 8.11%



Sources of Differences Sources of Differences betwbetw YTM YTM vsvs Contract Interest Rate. . .Contract Interest Rate. . .

1.1. ““PointsPoints”” (as above)(as above)
2.2. Mortgage Market Valuation Changes over Time...Mortgage Market Valuation Changes over Time...

As interest rates change (or default risk in loan changes), As interest rates change (or default risk in loan changes), 
the the ““secondarysecondary marketmarket”” for loans will place different for loans will place different 
values on the loan, reflecting the need of investors to earn values on the loan, reflecting the need of investors to earn 
a different a different ““goinggoing--in IRRin IRR”” when they invest in the loan. when they invest in the loan. 
The marketThe market’’s s YTMYTM for the loan is similar to the marketfor the loan is similar to the market’’s s 
required required ““goinggoing--in IRRin IRR”” for investing in the loan.for investing in the loan.



Example:Example:
Suppose interest rates fall, so that the Suppose interest rates fall, so that the originatororiginator of the previous $1,000,000, of the previous $1,000,000, 
8%8% loan (in the loan (in the ““primaryprimary marketmarket””) can immediately sell the loan in the ) can immediately sell the loan in the 
secondary market for $1,025,000. secondary market for $1,025,000. 
i.e., Buyers in the secondary market are willing to pay a i.e., Buyers in the secondary market are willing to pay a ““premiumpremium”” (of (of 
$25,000) over the loan$25,000) over the loan’’s s ““parpar valuevalue”” ((““contractual OLBcontractual OLB””).).
Why would they do this? . . .Why would they do this? . . .

Mortgage market requires a YTM of 7.74%  for this loan:Mortgage market requires a YTM of 7.74%  for this loan:

( )∑
= +

+−=
360

1 1
65.337,7$000,025,1$0

t
tr

r = 0.6452% r = 0.6452% i = 0.6452%*12 = 7.74%.i = 0.6452%*12 = 7.74%.

360=N, 1025000=PV, 7337.65=PMT, 0=FV; 360=N, 1025000=PV, 7337.65=PMT, 0=FV; 
Compute:Compute: I/YR=7.74%I/YR=7.74%..

This loan has an This loan has an 8% contract interest8% contract interest rate, but a rate, but a 7.74% market YTM7.74% market YTM..
i.e., buyers pay 1025000 because they i.e., buyers pay 1025000 because they mustmust: : ““itit’’s the markets the market””..



Contract interest rate Contract interest rate differsdiffers from YTM from YTM wheneverwhenever::

•• Current actual CF associated with acquisition of the Current actual CF associated with acquisition of the 
loan differs from current OLB (or loan differs from current OLB (or par valuepar value) of loan.) of loan.

At time of loan origination (At time of loan origination (primaryprimary market), this results market), this results 
from discounts taken from loan disbursement.from discounts taken from loan disbursement.

At resale of loan (At resale of loan (secondarysecondary market), YTM reflects market market), YTM reflects market 
value of loan regardless of par value or contractual interest value of loan regardless of par value or contractual interest 
rate on the loan.rate on the loan.

Contract Interest Rates Contract Interest Rates vsvs YTMsYTMs . . .. . .



APRs & APRs & ““Effective Interest RatesEffective Interest Rates””. . .. . .

““APRAPR”” ((““Annual Percentage RateAnnual Percentage Rate””) = YTM from ) = YTM from lenderlender’’ss perspective, at time perspective, at time 
of loan origination.of loan origination.

((““Truth in Lending ActTruth in Lending Act””: Residential mortgages & consumer loans.): Residential mortgages & consumer loans.)

Sometimes referred to as Sometimes referred to as ““effective interest rateeffective interest rate””..

CAVEAT (from borrowerCAVEAT (from borrower’’s perspective):s perspective):
•• APR is defined from lenderAPR is defined from lender’’s perspective.s perspective.
•• Does not include effect of costs of some items required by Does not include effect of costs of some items required by 
lender but paid by borrower to 3rd parties (e.g., title lender but paid by borrower to 3rd parties (e.g., title 
insurance, appraisal fee).insurance, appraisal fee).
•• These costs may differ across lenders. So lowest effective These costs may differ across lenders. So lowest effective 
cost to borrower may not be from lender with lowest official cost to borrower may not be from lender with lowest official 
APR.APR.



Reported APRs for Reported APRs for ARMsARMs . . .. . .
The official APR is an The official APR is an expected yieldexpected yield (ex ante) at the time of loan (ex ante) at the time of loan 
origination, based on the origination, based on the contractual termscontractual terms of the loan.of the loan.

For an ARM, the contract does not preFor an ARM, the contract does not pre--determine the future interest determine the future interest 
rate in the loan. Hence:rate in the loan. Hence:

The APR of an ARM must be based on a The APR of an ARM must be based on a forecastforecast of future market of future market 
interest rates (the interest rates (the ““indexindex”” governing the governing the ARMARM’’ss applicable rate).applicable rate).

Government regulations require that the Government regulations require that the ““officialofficial”” APR reported for APR reported for 
ARMsARMs be based on a be based on a flat forecastflat forecast of market interest rates (i.e., the APR is of market interest rates (i.e., the APR is 
calculated assuming the index rate remains constant at its currecalculated assuming the index rate remains constant at its current level nt level 
for the life of the loan).for the life of the loan).

This is a reasonable assumption when the yield curve has its This is a reasonable assumption when the yield curve has its ““normalnormal””
slightly upwardslightly upward--sloping shape (i.e., when the shape is due purely to sloping shape (i.e., when the shape is due purely to 
interest rate risk and preferred habitat).interest rate risk and preferred habitat).

It is a poor assumption for other shapes of the yield curve (i.eIt is a poor assumption for other shapes of the yield curve (i.e., when ., when 
bond market bond market expectationsexpectations imply that future shortimply that future short--term rates are likely to term rates are likely to 
differ from current shortdiffer from current short--term rates).term rates).



YTMsYTMs vsvs ““expected returnsexpected returns””. . .. . .

““Expected returnExpected return””
= Mortgage investor= Mortgage investor’’s expected total return (goings expected total return (going--in in 
IRR for mortgage investor), IRR for mortgage investor), 
= Borrower= Borrower’’s s ““cost of capitalcost of capital””, , E[rE[r]]..

YTM YTM ≠≠ E[rE[r], for two reasons:], for two reasons:
1)1) YTM based on YTM based on contractualcontractual cash flows, ignoring cash flows, ignoring 
probability of default. probability of default. (Ignore this for now.)(Ignore this for now.)
2)2) YTM assumes loan remains to YTM assumes loan remains to maturitymaturity, even if loan , even if loan 
has prepayment clause...has prepayment clause...



Suppose previous 30Suppose previous 30--yr yr 8%8%, 1, 1--point (point (8.11% YTM8.11% YTM) loan is ) loan is 
expected to be expected to be prepaidprepaid after 10 years...after 10 years...

( ) ( )∑
= +

+
+

+−=
120

1
1201

247,877$
1

65.337,7$000,990$0
t

t rr

Solve for r = 0.6795%, Solve for r = 0.6795%, E[rE[r]/yr]/yr = (0.6795%)*12 = = (0.6795%)*12 = 8.15%8.15%..

360=N, 8=I/YR, 1000000=PV, 0=FV; 360=N, 8=I/YR, 1000000=PV, 0=FV; 
Compute: PMT= Compute: PMT= --7337.65. 7337.65. 

Then:Then:
120=N; Compute FV= 120=N; Compute FV= --877247; 877247; thenthen 990000=PV; Compute: 990000=PV; Compute: 

I/YR=8.15%.I/YR=8.15%.



The shorter the prepayment horizon, the greater the effect of The shorter the prepayment horizon, the greater the effect of 
any disbursement discount on the realistic yield (expected any disbursement discount on the realistic yield (expected 
return) on the mortgage...return) on the mortgage...

Similar (slightly smaller) effect is caused by prepayment penalties.

Effect of Prepayment on Loan Yield (8%, 30-yr)
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Effect of Prepayment on Loan Yield (8%, 30-yr)
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Prepayment horizon & Expected Return (OCC):Prepayment horizon & Expected Return (OCC):

Exhibit 17-2b: Yield (IRR) on 8%, 30-yr CP-FRM:
Prepayment Horizon (Yrs)

Loan Terms: 1 2 3 5 10 20 30
0 fee, 0 pen 8.00% 8.00% 8.00% 8.00% 8.00% 8.00% 8.00%
1% fee, 0 pen 9.05% 8.55% 8.38% 8.25% 8.15% 8.11% 8.11%
2% fee, 0 pen 10.12% 9.11% 8.77% 8.50% 8.31% 8.23% 8.21%
1% fee, 1% pen 10.01% 9.01% 8.67% 8.41% 8.21% 8.13% 8.11%



The tricky part in loan yield calculation:  
 
(a) The holding period over which we wish to calculate the 

yield may not equal the maturity of the loan (e.g., if the 
loan will be paid off early, so N may not be the original 
maturity of the loan): N ≠ maturity ;  

 
(b) The actual time-zero present cash flow of the loan may 

not equal the initial contract principal on the loan (e.g., 
if there are "points" or other closing costs that cause 
the cash flow disbursed by the lender and/or the cash 
flow received by the borrower to not equal the contract 
principal on the loan, P): PV = CF0 ≠ L ; 

 
(c) The actual liquidating payment that pays off the loan at 

the end of the presumed holding period may not 
exactly equal the outstanding loan balance at that time 
(e.g., if there is a "prepayment penalty" for paying off 
the loan early, then the borrower must pay more than 
the loan balance, so FV is then different from OLB):  
CFN ≠ PMT+OLBN ; FV to include ppmt penalty.  

 
So we must make sure that the amounts in the N, PV, and 
FV registers reflect the actual cash flows… 



Example:Example:
Computation of 10Computation of 10--yr yield on 8%, 30yr yield on 8%, 30--yr, CPyr, CP--FRM with FRM with 1 1 

point discount & 1 point prepayment penaltypoint discount & 1 point prepayment penalty::
1.1. First, enter loan initial contractual terms to compute First, enter loan initial contractual terms to compute pmtpmt: : 

360 360 N, 8 N, 8 I/yr, 1 I/yr, 1 PV, 0 PV, 0 FV: FV: CPTCPT PMT = PMT = --.00734.00734..
2.2. Next, change N to reflect actual expected holding period to Next, change N to reflect actual expected holding period to 

compute OLB at end: 120 compute OLB at end: 120 N, N, CPTCPT FV = FV = --.87725.87725..
3.3. Third step: Add prepayment penalty to OLB to reflect Third step: Add prepayment penalty to OLB to reflect 

actual cash flow at that time, and enter that amount into FV actual cash flow at that time, and enter that amount into FV 
register: register: --.87725 X 1.01 = .87725 X 1.01 = --.88602 .88602 FVFV..

4.4. Fourth step: Remove discount points from amt in PV Fourth step: Remove discount points from amt in PV 
register to reflect actual CFregister to reflect actual CF00: RCL PV 1 : RCL PV 1 X .99 = X .99 = .99.99 PVPV..

5.5. Last: Compute interest (yield) of the actual loan cash flows Last: Compute interest (yield) of the actual loan cash flows 
for the 10for the 10--yr hold now reflected in registers: yr hold now reflected in registers: CPTCPT I/yr = I/yr = 
8.21%8.21%..



17.2.2 Why do points & fees exist?. . .17.2.2 Why do points & fees exist?. . .
1.1. Compensate brokers who find & filter applications for the Compensate brokers who find & filter applications for the 

lender.lender.
2.2. Pay back originators for overhead & administrative costs that Pay back originators for overhead & administrative costs that 

occur upoccur up--front in the front in the ““originationorigination”” process.process.

Above reasons apply to small points and fees.Above reasons apply to small points and fees.
3.3. To develop a To develop a ““mortgage menumortgage menu””, trading off up, trading off up--front payment front payment vsvs

onon--going monthly payment. (Match borrowergoing monthly payment. (Match borrower’’s payment s payment 
preferences.) preferences.) 

e.g., All of the following 30e.g., All of the following 30--yr loans provide an 8.15% 10yr loans provide an 8.15% 10--year yield:year yield:

Discount 
Points 

Interest Rate Monthly 
Payment 

0 8.15% $7444.86 
1 8.00% $7337.65 
2 7.85% $7230.58 
3 7.69% $7124.08 

 



17.2.3 Using Yields to Value Mortgages. . .17.2.3 Using Yields to Value Mortgages. . .

The Market Yield is (similar to) the The Market Yield is (similar to) the Expected ReturnExpected Return
(going(going--in) required by in) required by InvestorsInvestors in the in the Mortgage Mortgage 
MarketMarket……

MktMkt YTM = YTM = ““OCCOCC”” = Discount Rate (applied to = Discount Rate (applied to 
contractual contractual CFsCFs))

Thus, Thus, MktMkt Yields are used to Yields are used to ValueValue mortgages (in mortgages (in 
either the primary or secondary market).either the primary or secondary market).



Example:Example:

$1,000,000, 8%, 30$1,000,000, 8%, 30--yryr--amort, 10amort, 10--yryr--balloon loan again.balloon loan again.
How much is this loan worth if the Market Yield is How much is this loan worth if the Market Yield is 

currently 7.5% (= 7.5/12 = 0.625%/mo) MEY (i.e., currently 7.5% (= 7.5/12 = 0.625%/mo) MEY (i.e., 
7.62% CEY 7.62% CEY yldyld in bond in bond mktmkt)?)?……

(Just the “inverse” of the previous yield computation problem.)

( ) ( )∑
=

+=
120

1
12000625.1

247,877$
00625.1

65.337,7$509,033,1$
t

t

Answer: $1,033,509:Answer: $1,033,509:

N = 360, I/yr = 8, PV = 1000000, FV = 0, CPT PMT = -7337.65; THEN:

N = 120, CPT FV = -877247; THEN:

I/yr = 7.5, CPT PV = 1033509.



If you know:If you know:

1)1) Required loan amount (from borrower)Required loan amount (from borrower)
2)2) Required yield (from mortgage market)Required yield (from mortgage market)

Then you can compute required Then you can compute required PMTsPMTs, hence, , hence, 
required contract INT & Points . . .required contract INT & Points . . .
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Above example (8%, 30Above example (8%, 30--yr, 10yr, 10--yr prepayment), suppose yr prepayment), suppose mktmkt
yield is 8.5% (instead of 7.5%).yield is 8.5% (instead of 7.5%).

How many How many POINTsPOINTs must lender charge on 8% loan (to avoid must lender charge on 8% loan (to avoid 
NPV < 0)?NPV < 0)?

Answer: (1000000 Answer: (1000000 –– 967888)/1000000 = 3.2% = 3.2 Points.967888)/1000000 = 3.2% = 3.2 Points.

= 8.5% / yr

N = 360, I/yr = 8, PV = 1000000, FV = 0, CPT PMT = -7337.65; THEN:

N = 120, CPT FV = -877247; THEN:

I/yr = 8.5, CPT PV = 967888.



17.3 Refinancing Decision17.3 Refinancing Decision

If loan has  prepayment optionprepayment option, borrower can choose to 
pay off early.

• Why would she do this?...

How to evaluate this decision?...How to evaluate this decision?...

Compare two loans: existing (“old”) loan vs “new” loan 
that would replace it. 

Traditionally, make this comparison using DCF (& NPV) 
methodology you are familiar with.

In this section we will:
• Present this traditional approach, then 
• Explore something important that is left out of the traditional picture: 

the prepayment option value in the old loan.



17.3.1 The traditional refinancing calculation17.3.1 The traditional refinancing calculation
NPV (refin) =   PV(Benefit) – PV(Cost) 

=   PV(outflows saved) – PV(new outflows) – X
=   PV(CFOLD) – PV(CFNEW) – X 
=   PV(CFOLD - CFNEW) – X,

Where:
• CFOLD = Remaining CFs on old loan;
• CFNEW = New loan CFs;
• X = Transaction costs of refinancing;
• Both loans evaluated over the same time horizon (likely prepmt
time), for the same loan amount = (old ln OLB + PrePmt Penalty)/(1-
New ln Pts) Refin is zero net CF at time 0:

Apples vs apples, 
Don’t confuse refinance question with capital structure 

(leverage) decision.
• OCC (disc rate) in PV() operation = New Ln Yld (over common 
time horizon).

Because discount rate
= Current OCC, same for 

both.*



Shortcut ProcedureShortcut Procedure

You don’t need to compute the loan amount for the new loan:

1) Common OCC (= new loan yield) 
PV(CFOLD - CFNEW) = PV(CFOLD) – PV(CFNEW) 

2) Capital structure neutrality (new loan amt such that Refin is 
CF neutral at time zero) 

PV(CFNEW) = OLBOLD

3) Preceding (1) & (2) together 
PV(CFOLD - CFNEW) = PV(CFOLD) – OLBOLD

Therefore:
Just subtract old loan balance (plus Just subtract old loan balance (plus prepmtprepmt penalty) from old penalty) from old 
loan PV (based on old loan remaining loan PV (based on old loan remaining CFsCFs) computed with ) computed with 

new loan yield as the discount rate.*new loan yield as the discount rate.*
* New loan yield can be computed without knowing loan amt (set P* New loan yield can be computed without knowing loan amt (set PV=1 in calc).V=1 in calc).



Shortcut procedure is not only methodologically convenient,Shortcut procedure is not only methodologically convenient,

It raises an important substantive economic point:It raises an important substantive economic point:

Refinancing decision is not Refinancing decision is not reallyreally a comparison a comparison 
between two loans:between two loans:

Rather, it is a decision simply regarding the old loan:Rather, it is a decision simply regarding the old loan:

““Does it make sense to exercise the Old LoanDoes it make sense to exercise the Old Loan’’s s 
Prepayment Option?Prepayment Option?”” **

* It does not matter whether the old loan would be paid off with* It does not matter whether the old loan would be paid off with
capital obtained from:capital obtained from:

•• A new loan,A new loan,
•• Additional equity,Additional equity,
•• Some combinationSome combination

(Capital structure decision is separate from refinancing decisio(Capital structure decision is separate from refinancing decision.)n.)



Old Loan:Old Loan:
Previous $1,000,000, 30Previous $1,000,000, 30--yr yr amortamort, , 8%, 108%, 10--yr maturityyr maturity loan.loan.
Taken out 4 years ago, Taken out 4 years ago, 2 pts prepayment penalty2 pts prepayment penalty..
Expected to be Expected to be prepaid prepaid after another 6 yrs (at maturity):after another 6 yrs (at maturity):

Numerical ExampleNumerical Example
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New Loan:New Loan:
Available @ 7% interest, 6Available @ 7% interest, 6--yr maturity, 30yr maturity, 30--yr yr amortamort, , 1 pt 1 pt 
fee upfrontfee upfront..

What is NPV of Refinancing?What is NPV of Refinancing?
(Ignore transaction cost & option value.)(Ignore transaction cost & option value.)
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2) Step Two:
Compute Old Loan Liquidating Payment (= OLB + PPMT Penalty):

= $981,434 = 1.02 X $962,190, where:

1) Step One: Compute Current OCC (based on new loan terms).
= 7.21%, as new 30-yr amort, 6-yr mat., 7%, 1-pt loan per $ of loan 
amt, gives IRR = 7.21%:
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FVPV
PMT

Numerical Example (cont.)Numerical Example (cont.)

Per $ of Loan Amt.

1 Pt Fee Upfront.



Numerical Example (cont.)Numerical Example (cont.)
3) Step Three:
Compute Present Value of Old Loan Liability.
= $997,654, as:
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4) Step Four:
Compute the NPV of Refinancing:

NPV = $997,654 NPV = $997,654 -- $981,434 = +$16,220.$981,434 = +$16,220.

The Long Route (Specifying New Loan Amt.):The Long Route (Specifying New Loan Amt.):
• (1.02) 962190 = $981,434 = Old Loan Liquidating Pmt Amt (inclu penalty).
• 981434 / 0.99 = $991,348 = New Loan Amt.
• PMT [ .07/12, 30*12, 991348 ] = $6,595.46 / mo.
• PV [ .07/12, 24*12, 6595.46 ] = FV [.07/12, 6*12, 6595.46 ] = $918,896 balloon.
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From Previous Step (2)
From Previous Step (3)



17.3.2 What is Left Out of The traditional Calculation17.3.2 What is Left Out of The traditional Calculation:
Prepayment Option ValuePrepayment Option Value

Suppose refinancing transaction cost: X = $10,000.Suppose refinancing transaction cost: X = $10,000.
Then according to traditional DCF calculation:Then according to traditional DCF calculation:

NPV = $16,220 NPV = $16,220 -- $10,000 = +$6,220$10,000 = +$6,220
Should Refinance.Should Refinance.

But something important has been left out:But something important has been left out:
•• Old Loan includes prepayment option.Old Loan includes prepayment option.
•• This option has value to borrower.This option has value to borrower.
•• Borrower gives up (loses) the option when she exercises it Borrower gives up (loses) the option when she exercises it 
(prepays the old loan).(prepays the old loan).
•• Hence, Loss of the value of this option is an Hence, Loss of the value of this option is an opportunity costopportunity cost of of 
refinancing, for the borrower.refinancing, for the borrower.
•• i.e., Instead of refinancing today, the borrower could wait andi.e., Instead of refinancing today, the borrower could wait and
refinance next month, or next year, . . .  This might be better.refinance next month, or next year, . . .  This might be better.



Numerical Example (cont.)Numerical Example (cont.)
In previous example current int. rate = 7%.In previous example current int. rate = 7%.
Suppose int. rate next yr could be either 5% (50% Suppose int. rate next yr could be either 5% (50% probprob) or 9% (50% ) or 9% (50% 
probprob).).
Can either refinance today or wait  1 year.Can either refinance today or wait  1 year.
With 5% int. rate New Loan (30 yr amort, 5-yr balloon) 5.24% yld.

1 yr from now Old Loan will have 5 yrs left (60 month horizon), and OLBOLD = 
$950,699, X1.02 = $969,713 Liq.Pmt.

PV(CFOLD) = $1,062,160.
NPV (next yr, @5%) = 1062160 – 969713 – 10000 = +$82,448.

Similarly, if int. rate next yr is 9%:
NPV (next yr, @9%) = -$75,079. Thus, would not prepay: NPV = 0.
Exptd Val (as of today) of Prepayment Option next year:

= (50%)$82448 + (50%)0 = $41,224.
This option may be quite risky. Suppose it requires an OCC = 30%, then:

PV(today) of Prepayment Option = 41224/1.30 = $31,711.
NPV (Refin today, inclu oppty cost of option) = +$6,220 - $31,711 < 0:
DonDon’’t Refinance today.t Refinance today.



17.3.2 What is Left Out of The traditional Calculation17.3.2 What is Left Out of The traditional Calculation:
Prepayment Option ValuePrepayment Option Value

Prepayment option value is included in Prepayment option value is included in Market ValueMarket Value of of 
the Old Loan.the Old Loan.

Let Let ““D(OldD(Old))”” = = MktMkt Val. of Old Loan;Val. of Old Loan;

““C(PrepayC(Prepay))”” = = MktMkt Val of Prepayment Option:Val of Prepayment Option:

D(OldD(Old) = PV(CF) = PV(CFOLDOLD) ) –– C(PrepayC(Prepay))

Thus, if we can observe the Thus, if we can observe the MktMkt Val of Old Loan, then we Val of Old Loan, then we 
can compute correct NPV of Refinancing as:can compute correct NPV of Refinancing as:

NPV(PrepayNPV(Prepay) = ) = D(OldD(Old) ) –– OLBOLBOLDOLD –– XX



Real estate loans are often illiquid: Difficult to observe Real estate loans are often illiquid: Difficult to observe 
their their mktmkt val.val.

Old ruleOld rule--ofof--thumb used to be for residential loans, wait thumb used to be for residential loans, wait 
until current int. rate is about 200 bps below old loan until current int. rate is about 200 bps below old loan 
contract rate.contract rate.

Now transaction costs (X) are lower, the threshold may Now transaction costs (X) are lower, the threshold may 
be lower, butbe lower, but……

Many borrowers also may not be accounting for the Many borrowers also may not be accounting for the 
option cost, &/or the effect of a possibly short holding option cost, &/or the effect of a possibly short holding 
horizon for the old loan due to possibility of a house horizon for the old loan due to possibility of a house 
move. move. Too much residential refinancing?Too much residential refinancing?



Consider again our previous example Old Loan:Consider again our previous example Old Loan:
Previous $1,000,000, 30Previous $1,000,000, 30--yr yr amortamort, , 8%, 108%, 10--yr maturityyr maturity loan.loan.
Taken out 4 years ago.Taken out 4 years ago.
Expected to be Expected to be prepaid prepaid after another 6 yrs (at maturity):after another 6 yrs (at maturity):

““WraparoundWraparound”” MortgageMortgage
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Now suppose interest rates have gone Now suppose interest rates have gone upup instead of down, instead of down, 
such that a new 6 yr 1such that a new 6 yr 1stst mortgage would be:mortgage would be:
Available @ 10% interest, 6Available @ 10% interest, 6--yr maturity, 30yr maturity, 30--yr yr amortamort..

Suppose the original borrower now wants to sell the Suppose the original borrower now wants to sell the 
property, but they hate to lose the value of the belowproperty, but they hate to lose the value of the below--
mktmkt--interest old loan, and suppose the old loan is not interest old loan, and suppose the old loan is not 

““assumableassumable”” but has no but has no ““due on saledue on sale”” clauseclause……



Seller (original borrower) could offer buyer a Seller (original borrower) could offer buyer a ““wraparoundwraparound”” second second 
mortgage at, say, 9.5% (below market rate), and use this to cashmortgage at, say, 9.5% (below market rate), and use this to cash out out 
her value in the belowher value in the below--mktmkt--rate old loan, and help sell the property.rate old loan, and help sell the property.
Suppose value of the building is now $1,500,000, and buyer wouldSuppose value of the building is now $1,500,000, and buyer would
want to finance purchase with an $1,100,000 mortgage.want to finance purchase with an $1,100,000 mortgage.
Suppose wrap has 30Suppose wrap has 30--yr yr amortamort, 6, 6--yr balloon.yr balloon.

$7337.65 Old Loan (1st Mortg) pmt

$9249.40 Wrap Loan (2nd Mortg) pmt

72

$877,247 Old Balloon

$1,047,764 Wrap Balloon

$1911.75 = incremental pmt $170,517 = Incr Balloon

Old Loan Bal =  PV(8%/12, 48, 7337.65) = $962,190.

“New Money” = $1,100,000 - $962,190 = $137,810.

Wrap yld = Rate(72, 1911.75, -137810, 170517) = 18.81% !



The 18.8% wrap yield is a “super-normal” yield (above the 
OCC of the new money investment), reflecting the positive 
NPV of the old loan’s below-mkt interest rate, realized by 
the old loan borrower via the wrap transaction.



pN

pO

pmt

NO NN

“New Money” = LN – LO =

General wrap loan mechanics:General wrap loan mechanics:
LO = OLB on old loan; LN = Contractual initial principal on wrap loan;   
pO = Pmt on old loan; pN = Pmt on wrap loan; NO = Periods left on old 
loan; NN = Periods in wrap loan; rN = IRR of wrap loan to wrap lender…

PV(AA @ rN ) +

AA

BB

PV(BB @ rN )

Old Loan



“New Money” = LN – LO = PV(AA @ rN ) + PV(BB @ rN )
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Solve this equation algebraically for LN or pN , given the other 
variables, or solve it numerically (in calculator or spreadsheet) for 
rN given the other variables.
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Example:Example:
Old loan was originally $1,000,000 for 20 yrs (amortizing) @ 6%, taken out 
15 yrs ago, with current OLB = LO = $370,578; pmt = pO = $7164.31/mo.
New (wrap) loan would be for $1,000,000 with 20-yr amort and 10-yr 
balloon, @ 8%.
What is the yield (IRR) on the new money? . . .

240 = N, 8=I, 1000000 = PV, 0=FV; pmt = $8364.40 = pN .

pN – pO = 8364.40 – 7164.31 = $1200.09/mo; NO = 240-180 = 60;

120=N; FV = $689,406 = new loan balloon month 120 = NN.

689406 + 8364.40 = $697,770 = last month’s CF (month 120).

New Money = $1,000,000 - $370,578 = $629,422 = LN – LO .

Now go to CF keys of calculator…

-629422=CF0, 1200.09=CF1, 60=N1, 8364.4=CF2, 59=N2, 697770=CF3;

IRR = 8.33% = yN .



““BondBond--EquivalentEquivalent”” & & ““MortgageMortgage--
EquivalentEquivalent”” RatesRates……

Traditionally, bonds pay interest semi-
annually (twice per year).
Bond interest rates (and yields) are quoted 
in nominal annual terms (ENAR) assuming 
semi-annual compounding (m = 2).
This is often called “bond-equivalent yield”
(BEY), or “coupon-equivalent yield”
(CEY). Thus:

1 - )BEY/ + (1  =  EAR 22

Recall from Chapter 8 . . .



““BondBond--EquivalentEquivalent”” & & ““MortgageMortgage--
EquivalentEquivalent”” RatesRates

Traditionally, mortgages pay interest 
monthly.
Mortgage interest rates (and yields) are 
quoted in nominal annual terms (ENAR) 
assuming monthly compounding (m = 12).
This is often called “mortgage-equivalent 
yield” (MEY) Thus:

1 - ) MEY/+ (1  =  EAR 1212



Example:Example:

Yields in the bond market are currently 8% 
(CEY). What interest rate must you charge 
on a mortgage (MEY) if you want to sell it 
at par value in the bond market?



Answer:Answer:
7.8698%.

078698.00816.11212

0816.004.12
121121

22
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1] - )[( 1] - )EAR + [(1 MEY

1 - )(1 - )BEY/ + (1  =  EAR
//

HP-10B TI-BAII PLUS

CLEAR ALL I Conv

2  P/YR NOM = 8 ENTER ↓ ↓

8 I/YR C/Y = 2 ENTER ↑

EFF% gives 8.16 CPT EFF = 8.16 ↓

12 P/YR C/Y = 12 ENTER ↑↑

NOM% gives 7.8698 CPT NOM = 7.8698



Example:Example:

You have just issued a mortgage with a 10% 
contract interest rate (MEY). How high can 
yields be in the bond market (BEY) such 
that you can still sell this mortgage at par 
value in the bond market?



Answer:Answer:
10.21%.

1021.01047.122

1047.000833.112
212/1

1212
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1] - )[( 1] - )EAR + [(1 BEY

1 - )(1 - ) MEY/+ (1  =  EAR
/

HP-10B TI-BAII PLUS

CLEAR ALL I Conv

12  P/YR NOM = 10 ENTER ↓ ↓

10 I/YR C/Y = 12 ENTER ↑

EFF% gives 10.47 CPT EFF = 10.47 ↓

2 P/YR C/Y = 2 ENTER ↑↑

NOM% gives 10.21 CPT NOM = 10.21
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